
Algebra 1
Predicting Patterns & 

Examining Experiments

Unit 2: Maintaining Balance
Section 4: Balancing with Parentheses



What is the area of the entire room
 (including the closet)?

bedroom closet

17 feet 3 feet

10 feet

Can you find this area using two different methods?
  (Think, pair, share)  This short problem introduces the concept of the distributive property.  
Students should see that 10•(17+3) is equivalent to 10•17+10•3.  As students work 
individually and then share their answers with a partner, have students verbalize the two 
methods and even have students suggest names for the property.  In the end, we will use the 
common definition of “distributive property” for consistency outside of class, but the local 
definition may add meaning and encourage ownership of the material.



What is the area of the entire room
 (including the closet)?

bedroom closet

17 feet 3 feet

10 feet

Can you find this area using two different methods?

10 ⋅ 17 + 3( )
   10 ⋅ 20( )
      200

=

=

10 ⋅17 +10 ⋅ 3
   170 + 30
      200

transition slide



What is the area of the entire room
 (including the closet)?

bedroom closet

17 feet 3 feet

10 feet

Can you find this area using two different methods?

10 ⋅ 17 + 3( )
   10 ⋅ 20( )
      200

=

=

10 ⋅17 +10 ⋅ 3
   170 + 30
      200ft2 ft2

transition slide -- simplify the two statements



What is the area of the entire room
 (including the closet)?

bedroom closet

17 feet 3 feet

10 feet

Can you find this area using two different methods?

10 ⋅ 17 + 3( )
   10 ⋅ 20( )
      200

=

=

10 ⋅17 +10 ⋅ 3
   170 + 30
      200ft2 ft2

transition slide -- notice the implication of the distributive property



Terminology Timeout

  Just a quick time-out to name the property (formally)... next slide:



 x •(y + z) = x•y + x•z 

  In other words, if you are multiplying a 
number by the sum of two other numbers, then 
you can add the numbers first and multiply or 
you can multiply first and then add the two 
products.

The Distributive Property of Real Numbers

  The distributive property described analytically and verbally.... and the next slide contains a 
highly-descriptive picture version.



 x •(y + z) = x•y + x•z 

  In other words, if you are multiplying a 
number by the sum of two other numbers, then 
you can add the numbers first and multiply or 
you can multiply first and then add the two 
products.

The Distributive Property of Real Numbers

x

y z

transition slide:  Graphical representation of the distributive property.



 x •(y + z) = x•y + x•z 

  In other words, if you are multiplying a 
number by the sum of two other numbers, then 
you can add the numbers first and multiply or 
you can multiply first and then add the two 
products.

The Distributive Property of Real Numbers

x

y z

x•y x•z+=x • (y + z)

  Graphical representation of the distributive property.



How much should each person contribute in order 
to pay for dinner and what is the grand total?

  (Large class discussion) The next lesson covers linear equations that contain fractions and 
decimals.  This problem on the distributive property will be a practice of prior knowledge that 
will help build into that lesson.  
  Ask students what information they need.  The next slide details that the three friends want 
to leave the pre-tax total plus 25% to cover tax and tip.  Other than that info, we just need to 
use the distributive property 



How much should each person contribute in order 
to pay for dinner and what is the grand total?

The three friends are 
going to pay the total 
amount plus 25% to 
cover the tax and tip.

  (Small group discussion) Encourage estimation as students search for a solution to this 
problem.  In this problem, we could use the distributive property in different ways, as the 
following slides show.



How much should each person contribute in order 
to pay for dinner and what is the grand total?

The three friends are 
going to pay the total 
amount plus 25% to 
cover the tax and tip.

approximate GRAND TOTAL:

   TOTAL    +    25% of  TOTAL
$     34          +     .25 • 34
$     34          +    8.50
  ≈  $ 42.50 needs to be left with SARAH

(the waitress)

  (Large class discussion) After groups have presented their individual solutions, share the 
following slides as a wrap-up.  The approximate grand total that needs to be left is computed 
above.



How much should each person contribute in order 
to pay for dinner and what is the grand total?

approximate GRAND TOTAL:

   TOTAL    +    25% of  TOTAL

NOTICE:

 100% of  TOTAL   +   25% of  TOTAL 
... this should just be 125% of  the TOTAL
(using the distributive property)

1.00 T + 0.25 T = (1.00 + 0.25)T
= 1.25T       .

  (Large class discussion) Notice one application of the distributive property.  With some 
discussion, you may find that students computed the grand total both of these methods (or 
also combining the three subtotals, which we will look at next).



How much should each person contribute in order 
to pay for dinner and what is the grand total?

The three friends are 
going to pay the total 
amount plus 25% to 
cover the tax and tip.

approximate SUBtotals (sub + .25•sub):
  notice again, how the distributive property helps

 Riblet: $ 13 + .25 • 13 = 1.25 • 13 = 16.25
 Trky:   $   9 + .25 •  9 = 1.25 •   9 = 11.25
 A-1:       $ 12 + .25 • 12 = 1.25 • 12 = 15.00
   

≈ $13
≈ $9
≈ $12

  (Large class discussion) Here we have each friends’ subtotal.  The next slide shows the 
GRAND total again, and we’ll see a third application of the distributive property.



How much should each person contribute in order 
to pay for dinner and what is the grand total?

The three friends are 
going to pay the total 
amount plus 25% to 
cover the tax and tip.

approximate SUBtotals (sub + .25•sub):
  notice again, how the distributive property helps

 Riblet: $ 13 + .25 • 13 = 1.25 • 13 = 16.25
 Trky:   $   9 + .25 •  9 = 1.25 •   9 = 11.25
 A-1:       $ 12 + .25 • 12 = 1.25 • 12 = 15.00

   ------------
GRAND TOTAL:   $42.50    .

≈ $13
≈ $9
≈ $12

  (Large class discussion) Here we have each friends’ subtotal.  The next slide shows the 
GRAND total again, and we’ll see a third application of the distributive property.



How much should each person contribute in order 
to pay for dinner and what is the grand total?

approximate SUBtotals (sub + .25•sub):
 

 Riblet: $ 13 + .25 • 13 = 1.25 • 13 = 16.25
 Trky:   $   9 + .25 •  9 = 1.25 •   9 = 11.25
 A-1:       $ 12 + .25 • 12 = 1.25 • 12 = 15.00

   ------------
GRAND TOTAL:   $42.50    .

(previous) approximate GRAND TOTAL:
   TOTAL    +    25% of  TOTAL
  ≈  $ 42.50 needs to be left with SARAH

  (Large class discussion) By summing the subtotals we see that we get the same grand total 
that we had previously shown (which is why I made note of “Sarah”... the contextually odd 
detail that was mentioned before helps us remember the work done).
  



How much should each person contribute in order 
to pay for dinner and what is the grand total?

approximate SUBtotals (sub + .25•sub):
 

 Riblet: $ 13 + .25 • 13 = 1.25 • 13 = 16.25
 Trky:   $   9 + .25 •  9 = 1.25 •   9 = 11.25
 A-1:       $ 12 + .25 • 12 = 1.25 • 12 = 15.00

   ------------
GRAND TOTAL:   $42.50    .

Notice:

(previous) approximate GRAND TOTAL:
   TOTAL    +    25% of  TOTAL
  ≈  $ 42.50 needs to be left with SARAH

1.25 ⋅13+1.25 ⋅9 +1.25 ⋅12 = 1.25 ⋅ 13+ 9 +12( )

  (Large class discussion) Distributive property shown again.



3 •(x + 4) = 6          -2 •(5 - y) = 8

Solve Each Equation

  (Think, pair, share)  Give students a chance to solve routine practice problems to examine if 
1) students are using the distributive property and 2) if students are solving multi-step 
equations correctly.  Correct errors and answer questions.  An analytic solution is on the next 
slide for the first problem and the following slide for the second.



3 •(x + 4) = 6          -2 •(5 - y) = 8
 3•x + 3•4 = 6  (distributive prop.)
  3x + 12 = 6   (simplification)

Solve Each Equation

transition slide - left equation solution



3 •(x + 4) = 6          -2 •(5 - y) = 8
 3•x + 3•4 = 6  (distributive prop.)
  3x + 12 = 6   (simplification)

Solve Each Equation

layers

transition slide - left equation solution



3 •(x + 4) = 6          -2 •(5 - y) = 8
 3•x + 3•4 = 6  (distributive prop.)
  3x + 12 = 6   (simplification)
     - 12   -12
---------------
       3x = -6  (subtract 12)

Solve Each Equation

layers

transition slide - left equation solution



3 •(x + 4) = 6          -2 •(5 - y) = 8
 3•x + 3•4 = 6  (distributive prop.)
  3x + 12 = 6   (simplification)
     - 12   -12
---------------
       3x = -6  (subtract 12)

       3x = -6
        3    3   (divide by 3) 

Solve Each Equation

layers

transition slide - left equation solution



3 •(x + 4) = 6          -2 •(5 - y) = 8
 3•x + 3•4 = 6  (distributive prop.)
  3x + 12 = 6   (simplification)
     - 12   -12
---------------
       3x = -6  (subtract 12)

       3x = -6
        3    3   (divide by 3) 

        x = -2  (answer)

Solve Each Equation

layers

transition slide - left equation SOLUTION



3 •(x + 4) = 6          -2 •(5 - y) = 8

Solution check x = -2

 3 •(-2 + 4) = 6

  3 •  (2)   = 6

          6    = 6  √

Solve Each Equation

?

?

transition slide - left equation SOLUTION. Check the answer.



3 •(x + 4) = 6          -2 •(5 - y) = 8
(distributive prop.)   -2•(5)-2•(-y)= 8

Solve Each Equation

transition slide - right equation solution (be careful on the multiplication of negatives)



3 •(x + 4) = 6          -2 •(5 - y) = 8
(distributive prop.)   -2•(5)-2•(-y)= 8
(simplification)         -10  + 2y = 8

Solve Each Equation

transition slide - right equation solution (be careful on the multiplication of negatives)



3 •(x + 4) = 6          -2 •(5 - y) = 8
(distributive prop.)   -2•(5)-2•(-y)= 8
(simplification)         -10  + 2y = 8

Solve Each Equation

layers

transition slide - right equation solution 



3 •(x + 4) = 6          -2 •(5 - y) = 8
(distributive prop.)   -2•(5)-2•(-y)= 8
(simplification)         -10  + 2y = 8
                         +10        +10
                        ---------------
(add 10)                        2y = 18

Solve Each Equation

layers

transition slide - right equation solution 



3 •(x + 4) = 6          -2 •(5 - y) = 8
(distributive prop.)   -2•(5)-2•(-y)= 8
(simplification)         -10  + 2y = 8
                         +10        +10
                        ---------------
(add 10)                        2y = 18

                                2y = 18
(divide by 2)                    2    2

Solve Each Equation

layers

transition slide - right equation solution 



3 •(x + 4) = 6          -2 •(5 - y) = 8
(distributive prop.)   -2•(5)-2•(-y)= 8
(simplification)         -10  + 2y = 8
                         +10        +10
                        ---------------
(add 10)                        2y = 18

                                2y = 18
(divide by 2)                    2    2

y = 9 . 

Solve Each Equation

layers

transition slide - right equation SOLUTION 



3 •(x + 4) = 6          -2 •(5 - y) = 8

Solution check y = 9

Solve Each Equation

 -2 •(5 - 9) = 8

  -2 • (-4)  = 8

          8    = 8  √

?

?

transition slide - left equation SOLUTION. Check the answer.



 How many rolls of  wallpaper are needed in order to 
cover the walls of  the room below?

Homework Part 1

  (Small Group Discussion) This problem does not necessarily use the distributive property 
(although you can), but sounds very similar to the earlier problems in this lesson.  Students 
should be able to decide when the distributive property should and should not be used.
 Students will need to know the room dimensions and size of the rolls of wallpaper.



Homework Part 1

 How many rolls of  wallpaper are needed in order to 
cover the walls of  the room below?

Wall paper comes in rolls that are 50 feet long and 18 
inches wide.  Also, ignore doors/windows, we will have 
extra, but that is better than not enough.

12 feet 20 feet

10 feet

  (Small Group Discussion) Students will need to record pertinent information for homework.
 This surface area problem consists of finding the area of each pair of walls and summing 
them:  2•(12•10 + 20•10) = 2•(120+200) = 2•(320) = 640 square feet of wall space.  Each 
roll of of wallpaper has an area of 50•1.5 (notice the conversion to feet) = 75 square feet.  
So, we can decide how many rolls we need by dividing 640 square feet by 75 and rounding 
up.  This solution is detailed in the next lesson.



Homework Part 2

Find three examples of  a situation in which the 
distributive property could be used.

You may not use:
• a math problem, such as “2•(x+3)=7”
• a restaurant receipt (like the Applebee’s problem)
• room dimensions (as in the lesson and homework) 

  (Homework)  This is an open-ended assignment to spark conversation in the next lesson.



Disclaimer
All photos contained are used under 
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Applebee’s logo is property of  
Applebee’s
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Rolls of  Washi by sifter
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